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Technical Description
The Leading Wisely Software Application is the configurable framework to monitor your choice of measures and customize
alerts to users when data changes. Leading Wisely communicates and facilitates engagement throughout the organization by
transforming data, targets and goals ino meaningful and actionable information.

Visualization

Background
Multiple data contact points in the form of reports, dashboards, or other visualizations are common; each may be reviewed regularly,
require information from multiple domains in multiple formats, and often requires logging in to multiple systems. Attempts at
comprehensive assimilation and alignment occurs using various creative techniques, but often misses the mark.
Monitoring measures from various systems leads to lack of consistency in date range, cohort selection and even how the measures are
calculated. The level of integration and consistency in measures across business units provided in this tool is unprecedented.

Application Overview
A new generation executive decision support system with personalized watch-lists, configurable graphics, customizable alerts,
notifications and news feed.
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Benefits and Features
-

Create watch-lists and graphs with personally selected measures, set alert thresholds, and configure notification distribution for each
measure.
Set system targets and goals and track time to meet those targets and/or goals for project teams.
Project Integration and collaboration through communication sharing features.
Existing application Subject Area Mart summary table metrics can be pulled into Leading Wisely efficiently.
Instead of being bombarded with hundreds of measures to sort through and interpret; choose, configure and display the measures
that are specific to you and your role in the organization.

Opportunity Insights
-

Increase your organization’s visibility into core measures and goals.
Strategize and monitor your organization with balanced measures.
Prioritize focus with proactive notifications and alerts.
Facilitate communication and social interaction around one version of the truth.
Manage, track and engage workgroups with informed and actionable data.

Intended Users
This application is intended for executives and leadership, but useful for leaders throughout your organization.

Use Cases
Create one version of the truth.

Data Sources
This product may leverage one or more of the following sources:
• EMR - Clinical
• Finance/Costing
• HR/ERP
• Other:
EMR, Excel, Claims, HR, Ambulatory, Finance, ODS

Key Measures
-

Choose from standard industry measures or use your own key leadership measures where the data is available.
Use system targets, national averages, benchmarks or set your own.
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Contact us today
For more information on how Health Catalyst products and services can help your organization, please
contact your sales representative, call us at (855) 309-6800 or email: info@healthcatalyst.com

This document provides an overview of technology which has been developed by Health Catalyst. We are continuously improving
our products and services and we reserve the right to make changes in specifications and features shown herein, or to
discontinue the product described at any time without notice or obligation. Some technology may not be available for
deployment based on current product status.
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